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ABSTRACT
.

Shakespeare's lifetime coincided with the
consolidatipn of modern capitalism, and hie plays reveal his interest
in economics -- defined as a rational system ftr calculating and
comparing the talue of commodities--and especially the-economics of

-tk
time.,Stakespeare's p ys °Ater a critique of the new capitalism by
showing the extent to - ich,it can and cannot be applied to time, the
commodity people value most. In "Henry IV," Hal, acts as a kind, of %

temporal financier, investing time according-to sound economic
principles in order to redeem it at a high rate of return. In "All's
Well That Ends Well)" Helene teaches the king thit the value of time
islqualjtative rather than quantitative, thereby transcendingcaitalism's assumption that a small amount of time, even if joyful,
cannot to more valuable,thin a longer time, even,if of despAr.
,Shakeepeare's conception of the laws of economics delineates the
buter limits of his romanticism: characters 'in hit-plays never reach
the utopia of time standing still,'but rather-attain happiness only
as the end product of enduritg less desirable times and organizing
time to their own advantage. In this way,-Shakespeare's characters

.

attain the theatrical illusion of enlarging the botndaries of life
and aomentazily suspending "the tyradny of time. (CC)
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I think I!d better begin begin by telling "yoAjust what I mean by

my title, since, it isn't beyond question that there is any such thing

as "tile economics of time," in Shakespeare's plays or anywhere else.
A

First, what I mean by economics -- and I hope there aren't any econo-
A

mists present to tell me how oversimplified a definition this is 7-, is

, .
/ .

simply a rational system for calcul.4ing and comparing the value of
I

commodities. In other words, econorqcs is just a technique for figuring

-

..Orilwhether the value of what you're giving

A

'1 the value of what you're getting, so that you'll know whether you're

greater or miller- than

coming out ahead or behind.
Ana

This sort of basic economics was around a long time beforethake-

speare, tut he, like many of hiscontemporaries, had a particular
. 1

Interest in economics -- because the consOlidatio -of moddi-n capitalism

coincided almost exactly with his lifetime. And.in all sorts of ways,

capitalist eccligmth theory keeps turrlIng.up in his plays -- particularly

in the assumption which I believe underlies every one of the plays,

thati-ttitre'S never enough of any valuable commodity to go' round. If //'

there were, of course; no one would need to weigh andpcalculate value

at all -- everyone could *just help themselves. But Shakespeare

3
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.,,, .

always a realish, el,(en in his most rDmantitW4sand life as he depict/6-J'
.c

,

.. -,-
,

4. \ . .'
it is - usually a gp.me'Cf Mi.laical-chairs with five players and four' chair's.

.

Shakespearean characters who think otherwise are usually comic butts*

or laughing stocks, like old Gonzalo,in THE'TEMPEST, who, when he's

asked what,laws-he'd pass if he* were king, ansWers
$

,

,

.... ,

, ''i

/ :10

/kJ things in commbn nature should produce,
.. I

- .Without sweat or erideavor., Treason, felony,
Swotd, pike, knife, gun,, or 'need of ahy engine

- Would I not travel but nature should bring forth,
Of its own kind, all foison, all abundance,
To feed my^innocent6perle.

Wouldn't it be pretty to think'So? But since nature seldom cooperates,

in the real'world or in Shakespeare's playitte need for some form 011'

economic theory is almost? inevitable2
.. ...

o i

4
.

. I said a.f4%,moments ago that economics is a rational:system for
. . . ".

calculating the value of commodities; and by commodities I have in mind
em

the same ones economists dos money, labor, raw materials manufactured

:

products, and other thintS;of that nature. But -- particularly DA'.
. , 4 4

Shakespeare's comedies and late romances -- it's possible td eee Other

valuable commodities as veil being 'assessed and manipulatedraccording

to economics laws. Twent4 years ago; the-critYc John Russell Brown

poirtted'out.Nthat in THE MEkHANT.OVENICE,love as well as money is

\

I.
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subject to such laws,. but that the economics of love are-just the oipposite

f the ecoriomica of money. In order to make a*monet'ary profit,' you have
-0-: *#

.

',: ',

to be At acquiring and-holding onto thing; while to .tie a.successful ---

. - ,. .
. ..

toyer, you ought to be the, sort of person who is always letting things.

go and giving them away*-- just like Bissanio, lho is identified, for us
$

as a prodigal and a gambler at the eginning of the play, and who.wins
t

7

Portiaby .choosing the casket which has avtaated to it'a atoroll that

readt, "Who chposeth me must give and "hazard all he hath."

The point here is that the capitalist temperamellt, whil Norman

. %.

O. Brown descibecrso well in LOVE AGAINST DEATH, isational and
a

0

/
.

t

intellectual, qualities, which are foreign to love because 2ove can't

be quantified the. wq money can. Money is easily divideatinto units,
;Iirs

/

. measured, counted, and arrang in neat columns, but ove isa feeling,
4

quality rather than a quantity, and if you try to ,measure love, or
4)

save it; or incest it in order to make a-profit on it,, it airply disappears.

0

However, the economics of time, which ip after all my subject,

oug41nmosit respects .to reSemtle the economics of money, since, As any

4 usinessman will tell, you, time is money --,w4 spend t, we gain it,

0
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waste,
,we lose it, we we,t, and eventually, we all runs put of it. But of,.II

..1

,

.
....-

.

course there 'are differences as well, and it's differences which

allow Shakespeare, as _I',0 like to illustrate with two of his plays, ,to

offer a kind of critique bf thetnew capitpism by showinguS the extent
1

r-
.

to which.it can and cannot be applitrd cr,'the only commodity people do

value.more than money, the actual time they have in which to live.

The first play is HENRY IV, PART 1, which I've chosen because there's

hardly- a character in it whose orientation toward time isnit explainecNo

us. Henry himself, the King of England, tells us in the firstispeech of

the play that he't 'fallen hopelessly behind schedule, and is trying

only to "find a time for frighted peace to pant" between ware so that
_

he can make an expiatory pilgrimage to Jerusalem -- a journey he neverak

does get around to taking. !4:51\merrr like Henry, busy people with lots

to do, being short of time is an, insoluble problem -in tiApplay.' Old

Percy, Hotspur's father, keeps turnineup late for battles, and Hotspur

himself, who atthe start is always, fretting impatiently wnobil it's time

-tc, go out and k someone the-hbure be thort,/ Till fields,

'and' blpw8, and'grpans applaud our spOrt" - -*ends up running but 'oaf time
10

like everybody else. "0 gentleman, the time of life is shbrt," we hear
.
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him warning his followers, and in fact, at the end 'of his.ipe, -he 4eesn't 1

even -have time to finish his last .speech; right in the-middle, just as

#

he's explaining that, as he puts ;its "life is time's fool," he demon-

istrates the truth of what he's Saying by dying in mid-sentehoe, and Hal

has to finish it for him.

On the other side,there's a group of character's in the play who

have too mucj time on their hands -- the idlers who sit around the

Boar's HeadTavern, Inventing practical joices41116 order, as Poins puts
e .

I /

it, drive away the time." .Falstaff, according to Prince Hal, lives

I
entirely outside the ealm of time altogether; when he asks what. time .

-
/

it is, Hal insults him-at length and tells him, "I' see no reason why

thou shoulds't tie so superfluous- as to demand the time of day." And .

there's something to, be said for Hal's view, for, after all, if all
.

yoUever do is eat and sleep and drink, 'why do you need # clock to tell

you when to do it? It isn't until Part 2 that time catches.up with

Falstaff,' and even then he never laments the way he's spent, or misspent,

his life.

e.

Still, there's more to'life than eating and sleeping, and Falstaff

is hardly a proper role-model for the audience to emulate. The character

p 7 N.,
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'who shows us how to get the most'out of time is Pringe Hal -- ironically,

.V

for at the beginning, everyone, including his father, considers him the

greatest wasterof time England, a prince of the realm who, while
1 4' "q

- 4
rebellion is .brewing and hityather is Stewing, pits around the tavern

3

playing- word-games and staging impromptu dtamativ entertainments with

S

'his.1*.71ife friends. But at the end of Act 1, 'you'll remember, he

explains to us in a soliloquy ttlat:he is really waiting until the time

,

is ripe for what he calls his "reformation". . And he closes that speech
. .

. .
.

by saYingtmysteriously;

-I'll so offend, to make offense a skill,'
Redeeming i time when men least think I will.

1%4. * 44

Now that word redeeming, whogs literal.meening most critics would

like to ignore, is an economic term; to redeem is to recovel* property

which has been lost or loaned. Th.question for us,isi how can you

redeem time once it's spent? Most of 'us are reconciled to the notion

that time only moves in one direction, forward; otherwise, as Hamlet

scornfully tells Polonius, "you yourself, sir, should be as old:as I

am, if, like a crab, yoil could go backward." But Hal ingeniously does

-find a way to derive thelreficip.1 effects, at least, of rolliig time

8

-s"

...
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;back,, of usini6(it over again; He -does 10y letting Hotspur invest' it -
4 I

Ir
for, him. All the while Hal is

HotspUr is out in the trenches

1
enjoying his fun and games at the tavern,

1

making his reputAion as a iiero. And
6.

. \ ,

what happens when Hai kills Hotspur at the end is exactly what Hal

. 4

promises his father in Act,, in e.speech whose meiaphorp clearly"

iMk
display the economic turn of his thoUghts

/6

Percy)* is .but my factor, good ply lord

To engross,up glorious deeds on my behalf,
And I will call him to so strict account
That he shall render every glory up.

£

7

So, at the moment of Hotspur's death, all hidhard-earned honors

piss iffitediately to Hal, who this possesses not only. them, but the'

benefits of those idle months in the tavern, whieh brought him the

additional benefits of pleasure. Far from wasting
).

his time there,

'
Hal was laying the groundwork for his later glory, which is glorious

in the extreee precisely because it his been preceded by so unpromising

a career: 'Hal explains this to us when he says, in that first sOlilo-
f)

q uy,'

My reformation,
Shall show mdre
Than that which

glitter.ing o'er mx fault,
goodly and attrtct, more eyes
hath no foil to set it off.

r
And the foil he speaks/ of -- the dark cloud through which the sun will

4

I
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4". blaze -- is.preci4ely hii idle, ,wanton yoothwhicheveryone supposed was

merely a Waste of time. ,p5o Hal does redeem time, along with his own
.

-.... .
/.

. honor and England itself,, and goes on to become of Britaifi's Most,"

popular kings, largely because, as we -see in HENRY Ill,.PART-2 andt HENRY V,

1he always has time for the, common people and for., his own life,' in add-

ition to affairs of state.

(

,) t

In my view, then, Capitalism comes off pretty well in HENRY IV,

if you consider Hal as -S. sort of temporal financ/er who knows how to

invest time according to sound economic principles in order to redeem

it at a high rate of return. But perhaps it's only because Hal is so/
IA at

youn:Cthat he cari afford not to )3e undulYiconcerned'with what time I'S

doing to him even as he manipulates itftr his own convenience.
. Fal-

f

staff may try' to live outside of time, ap.if time were only an artificial
7 $

contrivance by which men regulated their daily affairs and scheduled

their appointments, but hie death in PART 2, along with that of Henry,

. . l
is a reminder to us that our bodies themselves are clgcks, which record

2 )

the 'passage of life and the coming of death.

A\play inWhich.this mortal aspect of time is uppermoit is ALL'S

WELL THAT. ENDS WELL, which is full of old people mourning their lost

10
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e

youth and preparing themdelves,-steeped inomeiancholy, for death. And

here is 'where conventional economics as a way-of computing time shows

itself to be'inadequate -- for if the value of time is quantitative, as

capitalist must suppose it to be, we always have less-e? dt.than we

had yesterday, and as we,get drier, we inevitably get poorer., The King

/

holds this remarkably pessimistic, of life, and it'is his despair,

as much as his ulcer, which is killing him. Its a viS that sounds

as if it had been devised by e mad time-and-motiqn man r- all

productive efficiency and noovvations. The King's metaphor for

human society is, the beehive -- a utilitarian, corlectivilt economy

in which anonymous workers abor until they drop. The xin4 is too old

to contribute any longerin.his view, so it is better, he says, "Since

I nor waxInor honey can bring home,/ I quickly were dissolved-from my

hive,/ To zive.some 15borers room."

It's hard to.say whether thii is more capitalistic or Marxist; it

hasfelebents of both. But what should be poicted out is that in the

.piar, this mechanistic view of human l e is explicitly /identified with

the newest philosophical and intellectual currents which were sweeping

through Europe A the time it was written --.the scietefic materialitim

'Y

A
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.

.

of 'Bacon and, Kepler>and Galileo, all, of whom pgstqated a universe in
.

which _pvetythidt could. be quantified and reduced imply to bodies in

4

(8,

i

( .

mooni'r phnsi.0.ehly to laws of physics and- thematics, cause

E

and effect,,actiol7 and reaction, with hardly any room left for the humln

or the spiritual. Another of the play's elder statesmen, the King's
.. . 1 .

advisor La Few, delivers a scathing speech about such the9ries, in

which he contemptuagslyexplains,

411.1!

.They s itmiracles artopast, and we have our
philosophical persons to make modern and familiar,
things supernatural and causeless. .

t
(

10

It is a miracle which prompts him to make these remarks ---Heleria's 4111111.

miraculous cure of the King, after- both he and the best' Tedical minds

.

of France have abandoned hope. And in the course of the cure, she changes

the King'S mind about the diminishing value of time, as wear.. Not only

does she give him more time in,whiCh to live, she teachet4him that the
4

.4

value of time is really qualitative, a function not of how much time/you
0

have to spencObut of,.wtat you spend 1t on. Men are not just bees, con-
e,

demned to work until they` drop's at the end, they are entitled to at

, least a moment of grace and satisfaction, and perhaps even of second

youth. That's what "all's well that ends well" means -- not, as some

I 12
a
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haft:taken it, thit the ends justify Ihe- means, rather,. that even

if your r-life hat been-seventy }ears of misery, a single moment of
Al

.transcendent pleasumpand fulfillment at 'the end'can'redeemit, cancel-
.

't

ling 'the misery out: The best example of that principle in action is
.

%HE WINTER'S TALE, inoohich Leonties,

the loss of this wife and daughter,

11

ent sixteen years mourning

rs them to be'alive, and comes

,t
to regard his long agony as only a' sort of-necess prelate to his final

intense relief -- muck as Hal'd idleness iikprelude to his heroic reform-
,

anion.

11

Pb. "all's well that ends well is a principle that direCtly contra-
...4o

dict the quarititative assumptions of capitalism, which cannot admit
AR

that some timeis intrinsically more 1>aluable than other time of equal.

or longerddration. In HENRY IV, Hal employed capitalist tenets to

41,

time .wisely: in ALL'S WELL, ,Helena transcends caloitalisM alto-'

-gether.

ap

And it's not only the 1Nmg, to whom she.teachesthis lesson, but
,

her hdsband as well. Let me briefly remind you of the course of the

his cure, rewards.hOnest Iddle-.- action: the King,- in gratitude for

L

class Helena with her choice of any nobleman in the country-, and'she

13
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chooses a spoiled adolescent named Bertram, Cot-it of Roussilion, who
. t

,

12

doesn't,know a'good thing when he 'sees one, but is perhaps understandably

t*.

pspilant aboWnot being able to choose for himself. He marriesher
U,

4 because the King orders' him to,,' and promptly runs away to war, is"

athitten.fy the charof a Se y but virtuous Italian lady named Diana,

,and vows never to 1.9 n to He e4a unl4ssbhe-can fulfill two conditions

he believes to be tmpossibls she must get from him a ring he' vowed

.
never to remove, and show him,a child to whom he is father.

.?t'
1

Needless til.sag,'.,this is child's-play'for Helena. She takes

Diana's place in bed with Bertram' -- a substitution he absent-mindedly
.

failkto'ilotice charms the ring from him-and becOmes pregnant. Then:

in .order to make )3ertram fall in' love with .her, she pretends to dies

Bertram, whose perversity cart always be depended/Apn, will miss `her

only

/when

he thinks, it's to late. And she wants to point out- to
4

him,

and to us, a,few important features of just' what it means to say that

something is "too late," a phrase-which exemplifies the sort.of linear

capitalist thinking which always turn p out to be fallacioug in Shakes- '

.pearean romantic comedy.

It's a fallacy which Bertram commits twice. .First, when he believes"

'14



-impierwate'

Helena to be dead, his new -found love for her comes "too late." Second,

when he discovers that she's alive, Sit'appears to him "too late" to

cancel his illicit affair with Diana, which was fun at the time but now

filli him with remorse. But of course, both events ---Helena's death

and Bertram's adultery ---never really happened, and she presents this

fact to him as a sort of magic by which she cancels out, rolls back,

literally,undoes them. In effect, Bertram is given the sensation of

having been permitted to live-partyoZ his life over again, to return to

the time before it was "too late," and to make the right ohoibes this

time. Like Prince Hal, though not through his own powers, he is? able

to "redeeethe time," and so escape' what he naturally feels must be the

\inevitable consequences of his original incorrect choices.

And in the same way, Helena once again rescues the King, whom the

false report of her death has plunged once more into despair; so that

he revertS to his earlier bdlief that" life always gets Worse as it gets

shorter. But,.just as Prince Hal's youthful idleness is the foundation

upon which.hisilater heroisM had to be built., so the King's joyful re-

.

lief at finding Helena alive had to despair as its necessary pre-
.

cursor.

1 5
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So our study- of the. economics of time- has led ,bus to another, and

more basic economics* the necesgarThalance between pain'and pleasure,
(

between ,anxiety and relief, in Shakespeare's happy endings. In his

last speech, the King states this relationship in, the form of a prin-

'1A11,yet seems well, and if it end so meet,/ The bitter past,

more weicome is the sweet." Our attention is being drawn here to the

sequence which itpiness to predominate by following pain, and

to.the fact that sweetness is made more palatable by the contrast with the

bitterness which Precedes it than it would have been by itself. An

unrelieved diet of'pleasure,.even if it were possible, would soon cloy,

ti

.
-

as Hal points out when he-remarks, "If all the year were playing holidays,/

To sport would be as tedipus as _to work," and his father says very nearly

the same thing wheh-he describes the personality of Richard II as beipg
f

like the taste of 'honey, "whereof a little more than a little, is by

much too much."

'What I am saving.abou# Shakespeare, 2inally, i4Ef3that ,his conception

of. the laws of economics,' which may be manipulstedfin his pllys but can

never be ignored, hows us the outer,limits of his romanticism. P4rer
. , 4

Wish-fulfillment of the sort Gonzalo indulged in,

16

a kingdom .where no
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one works and where nature's bounty prokides everything -- a Utopia, a

Cloud-cuckoo-land, or perhaps the Big Rock Candy Mountain of, the Depressinn

ti

0.
trotio, yith its lemonade springs and cigarette trees. Such a world would

be one in which time stood still, a world adapted to the needs of Fal- .

staff, or the lover in Marvell's "So His Coy Mistress" who wistesto

adore, his beloved in a state of passive bliss for thirty tflouaand years.

But,..tn the worlds of Shakespeare's plays, what he calls "the whirligig,

of time" never stops spinning, and happiness is therefore available to

his characters only as the end product of other, less desirable condit-

ions, and even then only to those who are clever enough, like Hal, and

Helena, to organize time and the events of their lives to, their own

advantage. It's interesting'that both these characters have often ben

accused of being manipulative and even Machiairellian, when in Tact-

,their strailems aid decpetions are only these of
A.
ShVespearl himbelf

,

-- theatrical illusions, by which the boundaries of life are enlarged,

and the tyranny of time momentarily suspended.

IMP
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